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1. INTRODUCTION
The long-time behaviour of fast power reactors with plutonium re-
cycling generally includes the overall time behaviour caused by the fuel
burn-up in the reactor and the internal and external tuel management. It
is useful to distinguish between two types of problems:
(a) The behaviour of the reactor between two loading events which refers
to the time dependence of neutron flux. reactivity, power distribu-
tion. fuel composition etc.; usually it is the object of the conven-
tional tuel burn-up studies.
(b) The behaviour of the reactor during many reloading cycles. which re-
fers to the time dependence of the isotopic composition of plutonium,
the uranium and plutonium content of the fuel. the breeding gain etc.
In this paper we will confine ourselves to the second class of pro-
blems only. We consider a fast power reactor in which only fissionable
material i8 consumed which is bred in the same reactor, except for the
plutonium amount to start up the reactor and for a certain period after-
wards. Therefore, we have to consider a closed fuel cycle including the
core and the externalplants for reprocessing the irradiated fuel and re-
fabricating the fuel elements. The blanket plutonium is introduced into
the closed fuel cycle. the breeding gain is drawn off this cycle. The tuel
cycle for common reprocessing of the core and blanket elements is shown
in Fig. 1.
The time variations of the isotopic composition of the plutonium in
the tuel cycle system are caused by the neutron irradiation in the reactor
and by the internal and external fuel management·). The composition of the
refabricated tuel elements is determined by that urani'UIll-to-plutonium
ratio which maintains the reactor critical. assuming the total number of
the heavy isotopes in the tuel elements to be constant •
.) Internal fuel management i8 always done to improve the burn-up behaviour
of the reactor; external tuel management refers to reprocessing and re-
fabrication.
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The problems which we are going to investigate were studied first in
, [1] on the basis of an idealized zero-dimensional model without taking into
account the internal and external fuel management. Loading and unloading
the core and blanket elements were regarded as continuous processes. In
this paper we will investigate the long-time behaviour of the plutonium.
composition in the fuel and the physical aspects of the fuel cycle economy
under more realistic conditions. Especially loading and unloading the core
and blanket elements will be treated as discontinuous processes ; the ex-
ternal fuel management and the times for reprocessing and refabrication
will be taken into account.
As we will not look at the first type of problems of long-time behav-
iour, we can make .some simplifications which refer essentially to the se-
condary time variations of neutron flux and spectrum caused by the fuel
burn-up. By these simplifications we are able to solve the long-time pro-
blems with sufficient accuracy by tolerable numerical efforts. The for-
malism developed below is applied to a sodium cooled 1 000 HW( e) power re-
actor [2J. The main numerical results are given in the last section of
this paper.
2. THE HATHEMATICAL FO:ffi.fALISM FOR CALCULATING TRE LONG-TIME BEHAVIOUR
2.1. Con~itions for Reactor Qperation
We consider a cylindrical reactor with few core zones, an axial
and a radial blanket (Fig. 2). Exchanging the core and blanket elements
takes place at each of the discrete time values
(1) t = s • ~t is . C
~tc is a given constant correlated to the thermal reactor power Q and the
given maximum burn-up of the fuel elements as shown in equation (6).
The core elements are loaded and unloaded according to the cyclic
burn-up scheme described in [31. The core is subdivided into radial regions;
the elements of the same radial region are combined into groups of n ele-
ments (e.g. n=3). At each point of time t s only one element of each gI'()tlP
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is exchanged for a fresh fuel element. During aperiod of time MtC each
element of a group is exchanged once and only once. The life time of the
core elements is ö = nötc. i.e. the total irradiation time of a. fuel ele-
ment in the core. At each time t only the n-th part of the core elementss
is exchanged for fresh elements. If VC is the total fuel element volume




The operation of the axial and radial bla.nkets must be in agreement
with the rhythm given by (1); i.e. loading and unloading the blanket ele-
mentsmust sueceed in intervals mb.tC• m may be a positive integer. The ele-
ments of the axial blanket are coupled with the core elements; therefore
both are managed jointly. Contrary to this the management of the radial
blanket i6 largely independent of the core management. We assume the ra-
dial blanket to be divided into NB radial zones. which are exchanged a.s
a whole. The life-time of the j-th zone of the radial blanket may be
the integer m. is related to the maximum burn-up in the j-th zone.
J
The amount of uranium and plutonium discharged out of the core and
the axial and radial blankets is calculated in two steps: a) the calcu-
lation of the space dependent uranium and plutonium concentrations of
the discharged elements by solving the fuel burn-up equations; b) the
calculation of the uranium and plutonium content of these elements by
volume integration. The fuel burn-up calculations and the volume inte-
gration for the core and blanket elements are discussed in the follow-
ing sections.
2.2,. The Fuel Burn-up Equations
The time beha.viour of the f'uel composition during neutron irradia.-
tion in the reactor is determined by the well-known fuel burn-up equa.-
tions. As the main components of the fuel we regard the two uranium
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isotopes 235U and 238U and the four plutonium isotopes 239Pu , 240pu , 24,Pu,
242and Pu. Therefore. we have to solve a system of six first-order differ-
entialequations in time and flux time, respeetively. The eoeffieients of
these equations are the one group spaee dependent neutron flux and miero-
scopie cross sections for neutron absorption and capture, whieh are defined




a(r,z) = ..,J. _ ;
4>i(r,z) is the neutron flux in the i-th neutron energy group at r,z; the
4>i(r,z) are determined by multigroup calculations. The ai are the miere-
seopie cross sections of the heavy nuclei in' the fUel for neutron absorp-
tion and capttire in the i-th energy group.
In general, 4> and also the a are time dependent as a consequence of
the variation of the fUel composition in the reactor during neutron irra-
diation. But it will be possible to calculate the uranium and plutonium
concentrations in the irradiated elements at the end of their life time
by solving the fUel burn-up equations with sufficient accuracy, if we
take into account time averaged 4> and a instead of the exact time depen-
dent quantities. The latter, in general, would require the simultaneous
solution of the burn-up equations and the crfticality equation of the
reactor, e.g. multigroup-diffusion equations. In our case the time
averaged one group quantities are calculated aceording to equation (4)
with time averaged neutron spectra, whieh are determined by mul.tigroup
calculations for an average burn-up state of the reactor assuming a
homogeneous distribution of the fuel. The one group neutron flux for
the average burn-up state is normalized to the given reactor power Q
which is regarded as constant.
2.,;3,. The Uranium and Plutonium Output of the Core and th~ Axial Blanket
We suppose that the core is divided into N radial zones of different
fue1 compositions. The N. k(s,o) may bethe time dependent initial con-
centrations of the nuclel'k = 1,2, •• ,6 1) in the :t'uel elements which are
-11--Th~-indiceSk == 1,2, ... ,6 refer 1;0 the isotopes 235U, 238u, 239Pu , ••• ,2lJ:2p
respective1y, which are the components of the fuel mixture.
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loaded into the core zone j = 1,2, ••• ,N at the time t s • We presume
at which refabricated tue1 elements are loadeds designates the time t so 0
into the core for the first time. i .e. for c10sing the tuel cyc1e. s iso
determined by the external tuel management 80S shown be10w. The Nj,k(o,o)
denote the j-th initial composition of the tuel elements at t o = O. For
&11 s>s the N. k(s,o) are to be ca1culated 80S functions of s. 80S shown
- 0 J,
be10w.
Now we have to ca1culate the fuel output of the core at the time t
s
•
The N.·k(s, T .) may be the concentrations of the heavy nuclei in the
J, maxJ
fUe1 elements unloaded trom the j-th zone at t • The corresponding initials
concentrations may be given by N. -k(s ,0). The N. -k( s, T .) are the
J, J, m&XJ
solutions of the tue1 burn-up equations with these initial values and the
space dependent flme times
j = 1,2, ••••N
r ,z is any point of the core zone j. T • is related to the maximum tuel
maxJ
burn-u;p for the elements of the core zone j in l·1Y1D!tonne. Frorn equation (5)
fo1lows the relation between l1t C' the maximum burn-up for the inner core
zone j = 1 expressed by the corresponding maximum f1ux time, and the neu-
tron flux at the core center ~(o.o):
( 6) 1=-n
Ho ,0) is proportional to the reactor power Q.





'I'he total. number 6N.·k (s) of the nucleus k wich is unloaded trom
. J. b' . • ( )the core zone J at t follows y J.ntegratJ.ng N. k S.T • over the
S J. maxJ




• ( ) =_n21T J J6N. k SJ.
H+D R •.. '""'2 J
where the discharged nuclei of the axial blanket are included. H denotes
the height of the core. D the total thickness of the axial blanket. R. the
J
inner and Rj +1 the outer radial boundary of the j-th zone. The division by
n is necessary. for only the n-th part of the elements of the zone j is
discharged. In thecore range we have to take into account the time de-
pendence of the initial. composition of the tuel; in the axial blanket region
we take the initial composition of the elements constant.
'I'he total output of the core and the axial blanket expressed 80S the
total number of the discharged nuclei at the time t s ' denoted 80S 6NCk(s) •
is
k = 1.2 •••••6.
~.4. The yra,nium ,and Plutoni~ OutRut of the Radial ~lanket
The uranium and plutonium content of the radial blanket zone j at the
time of discharging. which m~ be denoted as 6NBj: k ' j =1.2, ••••NB •
k = 1.2, ••••6 • is also calculated by a volume integral in analogy to
equation (8). But in the case of' the radial bla.nket n is equa.l to land
the initial val.ues of the elements are time independent. The nux time
distribution in the j-th zone for solving the burn-up equation is
r.z is any point in the radial blanket zone j.
... 8 ...
For a given value of S only that zone j of the radial blanket is
unloaded for which
(10 ) an integer •
•If no value of j exists for a given s. the total output l\~k(S)'
k = '.2•.•••6 of the radial blanket is zero:
(11a) for al1 k.
If there are t special va.lues of j for a giyen s. denoted as
j (t t ). t 9 = 1.2•••••R.. for which equation (10) is valid. all the designated
zones are unloaded at t • Thus. the uranium and plutonium output of thes
radial blanket at t :iss
( l1b)
2.5. The C0mP0sition of the Refabricated Fuel Elements andthe Breeding G~in
In the case of joint reprocessing of core and blanket elements the
total number of nuclei, which are unloaded trom the reactor at t ands
which are to be reprocessed. is
the l\N
B
:( s) may vanish for certain values of s as shown before. The total
numbers of uranium and plutonium nuclei are
Losses during reprocessing reduce the number of nuclei by a fa.ctor of Pu
and PPu' respectively. Thus. after reprocessing we have
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( 13)
using the same symbols for thereduced numbers. The enrichment of the





r{ s) = . lfo
b.NU{s)
~(s) =(14)
and the relative composition of the plutonium mixture available for the








The initial uranium and plutonium concentrations of the fUel elements
for the j-th core zone. which are refabricated from plutc.mi.U1ll of the s-th
discharge. i.e. from 6NPu• es). may be denoted as n. U{s) and n. Pu(s). re-J. J.
spectively. The n. k{s). k = 1.2•••••6 may be the initial concentrations
J.
of the uranium and plutonium isotopes in the refabricated fUel elements.
Thus. the following relations hold:
The n. u. n. Pu and n. kare space independent.
J. J. J.
The basis for calculating the initial compositions of the refabricated
:t'uel elements are the 2N linear algebraic equations
6
1 c. k • n. k(s) = K.(0)
k=1 J. J. J
(16) 6 j = 1.2•••••N





The one group quantities o.ak and (\10 f) . k refer to any referenc eJ. J.
point in the j ..th zone (e.g. r = R •• z = 0). As mentioned above. they are
J
ca:Lculated for the average tuel burn...up state of the reactor assuming a
homogeneous fuel distribution. The \lof are defined by analogy to equation
( 4) •
The equations (16) are used to calculate the 2N unknown initial con-
centrations n. U and n. Pu with a presupposed uranium enrichment and the
J. J. '
isotopic composition of the plutonium given by (14). The first equations
(16) are given to maintain criticality. By these equations the reactivity
worth of the refabricated tuel elements is fixed approximately at a con-
stant value for ea.ch zone by adjusting the fuel composition to a constant
difference between neutrons' produced . a.nd absorbed in the fresh fUEÜ at a
given point of each zone. The constant differences are defined bythe fresh
fuel of the initial reactor at t = O.o
The second equations (16) take the total number of heavy nuclei in
the fresh fuel. elements for each zone to be constant. The constants are
given again by the initial conditions at t = O. For simplification weo
assume that the enrichment of the urani\ml used for tuel element refabri-
cation is constant and equal to the initial enrichment y at t = O. Thus.o
we have the relations
If only the plutonium mixture from the s-th discharge of the reactor
is used for refabricating. i. e. in the case of positive breeding gain.
the concentrations of the plutonium isotopes are
(18) n. k(s) = ~(s) • n. Pu.J. J.
with the relations (17)and (18) the equations (16) are rearranged to
n. U(s) • c. u + n. Pu(s) C. Pu(s) = K.(o)











C. u =C. 1 Y + C. 2 (1-y). c. p (s) = \' C. k Q- (s)
J. J. J. J. u k~3 J. ~
(20)




J. c. Pu(S)-C. u
J. J.
-Z.(O)C. U+K.(O)
n. (s)= J. ,4. J _.




For physical reasons n. U(s) and n. p (s) must be positive. If
J. J. u
C. U < 0 •
J. -
i.e. y < 1 / (l.C. l/C, 2)' n. Pu(s) is positive. If (21) is true. the
- J. J. J.
numerator of the first equation (20) rollst be positive. i.e.
K.(o)
c. Pu(s) > J • j = 1.2••••• N.
J. -Z.(o)
J
In the most interesting cases of fast power breeders with natural or
depleted uranium as the fertile material the two conditions (21) and (22)
are always true and the solutions (20) are positive 2). In the following
we will restrict ourselves to these cases. But the initial compositions
for the refabricated fuel elements are only determined by equation (20).
if the number ll.N~ (s) of the available plutonium nuclei is enough for ma-
nufacturing the tuel element volume ll.VC' i.e. in the oase of positive breed-
ing gain. The total number of plutonium nuclei trom the s-th unloading of
the reactor which is required for refabricating the :fuel element volume
ll.VC is given by
2)rn the cases of higher enrichments of the uranium in the fuel the equa-
tions (16) continue to be true. But the time dependence of the uranium
enrichment is to be taken into account which is caused by the tuel burn-
up and perhaps by the tuel manageme~~~ Especially in the oase of starting
up the reactor as a converter w~th· U as the fissionable material ve
have to distinguish the time dependent enrichment of the uranium in the
closed tuel cycle according to (13) and the presupposed. enrichment of the
uranium !711~c:11 :i.~ int:rQduc_ed into thefuelc-y.ele f'romtheoutsi-de--t-o-cOm;;;pensate for the consumed fertile material. By these facts the equations
(17) and (19) are modified. But we will not discuss these more general
equations and the conditions by vhich the solutions are positive here.
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1 N
NPu( s) =- '\ Iiv . •n. Pu( s ) •n J., J J.
J=1
6v. is the total volume of the fuel elements of the core zone j; thus.
J
I::.v./n is the exchanged fuel element volume. Losses during the f'uel element
J
fabrication reduce the number of plutonium nuclei by a factor qPu' there-
fore. the number of the required plutonium nuclei is Npu(s) /qPu • instead
of N
Pu
( s ). If
1 *Np (s) - < I::. Np (s) •
u qPu - u
the initial compositions of the refabricated fuel elements, are determined
by the equations (20).
The breeding gain of the s-th fuel cy:cle is defined by
( 24)
it is positive in accordance with (23).
2.6. The Parameter 8o•
Tbe time required for tbe external fuel management is (so-1 )6tC ,witb
the above definition of so' Thus. tbe plutonium unloa.d.ed from the reactor
at t is reloaded into tbe core at t + 1 = (S+8 -1 )6tC• Therefore. we8 8 80 - 0
have the relation
N. k(8+S -1.0) =n. k(S)
J. 0 J.
for all values of k and J'
So is determined by the characteristics of the reprocessing and refabricat-
ing plants. The external fuel cycle i8 characterized essentially by the
parameters <5 .0 • and Oft which are the minimum cooling time and the times
c r -
ror ~eprocessing and re1abricating. respectively. These quantitie8 define
a new parameter
furlhermore. Re. define_
p = [~JI::.t •c [x} is the maximum integer below x.
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For simplif'ication we will assume in the following that the refabri-
cated fuel element volume f!. VC of any fuel cycle is loaded into the core as
a whole. i.e. it should not be distributed over different l'oading events.
Now. we will express the time for loading the fuel element yolume f!. VC of
the s-th tuel cycle into the cora in terms of p.
The time at which the first elements of the s-th fuel cycle are re-
fabricated lies between t s + pntc and t s + (p+1)f!.tc as the case may be.
whether or not 0 /f!.tc is an integer. For economical reasons we assume thatex
the time after which the complete volume t:. VC is refabricated will not ex-





• This condition avoids unnecessary accumu1ations
of plutonium in the external fuelcycle. In genera.l, three values of s are
o
possible:
s = p+e:o , e: = 1,2 or 3, respectively.
e:=1: if 0ex/t:.tC=P and if the fuel element volume t:.V
C
is managed as only one
batch. e:=2: (1) if 0ex/t:.tC~'P and ifthe fuel element volume t:.VC is divided
into partial batches and the last batch is refabricated not later than
t s + (p+1)t:.tC; (2) if 0ex/f!.tC>P and if t:.VC is managed as a whole.E =3:
only if 0ex/f!.tC>P and if t:.VC is divided into partial batches and the last
batch is refabricated later than t s + (p+1)t:.tc
3. NUMERICAL REBULTS
The numerical results refer to the sodium cooled reactor Na1 121. The
availability of the reactor may be 80 per cent; thus 0 the thermal power is
assumed to be
Q= 2.000 MW
on the average" Furthermore, we suppose
n = 3. t:.tc = 200 d
fer the tuel burn-up cycles in the cere. The corresponding maximum burn-up
in r=o is 86.000 MWD/tonne averaged in the z-directien. The geometrical cl~~l3.
s;-re-given-Tn Fig~2. The irll.tfal composition of the cere and blanket elements
at toDO is given in TABLE I:
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TABLE I Initial composition of the coreand blanket elements at t = 0
in 1021 nuclei per cm3 reactor volume [5] 0
Core Zone 1 Core Zone 2 Axial Blanket Radial Blanket
235U 0 0 0 0
238U 5.642 5.299 7.07 10.5
239Pu 0.842 1.107 0 0
240Pu 0.247 0.325 0 0
241 Pu 0.028 0.037 0 0
242Pu 0.006 0.007 0 0
;rhe relative isotopic composition of the initial plutonium mixture is:
239 240 241 242 . .
Pul 75 %. Pu: 22 %, Pu: 2.5 %. Pu: 0.5 %. ~t lS the so caJ.led
00
Pu calculated for the reactor Na1 by the method given in [1].
TABLE II Fuel compositions for the average burn-up state of the reactor which
are used for caJ.culating the one group neutron flux and cross sections
(in 10
21
nuclei per cm3 reactor volume)
Reactor Zone Core Zone Core Zone Axial Blanket Radial Bla11ket
1 2
Fuel mixture 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Average
50.000 IBurn...up 40.000 2.000 5.000 300 2.000 200
MWD/tonne
235U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
238U 5.287 5.078 6.928 10.179 10.421 10.314 10.449
239Pu 0.796 0.997 0.125 0.263 0.075 0.159 0.049
-2~°Pu
- ··1- _ .. _-_ ..._._-- --- ---
0.273 0,342 0.003 0.006 0.001 0.003 0
241 pu 0.040 0.047 0 0 0 0 0
242p-1l A. """,,,,,l) 0.009 " " 1"\ 1"\ f'\U.UUO U V v v v
Fission.pro-
I 0.358 0.299 0.015 0.051 0.003 0.024 0.002duct Palrs
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The 26-multigroup eaJ.eualtions are carried out f'or the average burn-
up state of' the reaetor specif'ied in TABLE II. The fuel eompositions given
in this Table are taken to be eonstant in the subzones of' the reaetor de-
signated in Fig. 2. The Karlsruhe 26-group set (4) is used f'or the multi-
group ealeulations.
The radial blanket is divided into two radial zones. i.e. NB = 2. The
radial boundary between the two zones (Fig. 2) is R ::: 164 em. The inner
zone is always exehanged af'ter the irradiation time 36tC' the outer zone
always a:f'ter 126tC' i.e. m1 ::: 3. m2 ::: 12. The maximum burn-up of' the radial
blanket in the plane z ::: 0 is 10.000 ~~/tonne in the inner and 9.500 MWD/tonne
in the outer zone. The 238u and 239Pu output of' the radial blanket as f'une-
tioIE of' time are given in Fig. 3. The unloaded plutonium eona ists of' about
97 %239Pu and 4 %24°Pu •
The parameters f'or the externaJ. fuel management are ö ::: 100 days f'ore
eooling. 0r ::: 30 days f'or reproeessing. 0f' = 70 days f'or ref'abrieating. Di-
viding the discharged fuel element volume 6VC into partial batehes. we get
So ::: 3. Thus. the externaJ. :fuel inventory. whieh eorresponds to the :fuel
element volume of' {So-1)6VC ::: 2f:.VC' &mounts to 2.020 kg plutonium of' the
init ial eomposition and 8.460 kg urani tml.
Fig, 4 shows the time behaviour of' the relative plutonium eomposition
of' the f'uel elements in the core. As a eonsequenee of' the group strueture
of' the f'uel elements in the c ore with n ::: 3. there are three
lines f'or eaeh plutonium isotope. Eaeh of' these refers to those f'uel ele-
ments whieh are loaded and unloaded jointly. The diagram shows the eon-
tinuous behaviour of' the plutonium mixture in the fuel during neutron
irradiation (idealized as linear to simpli:f'y plotting) and the diseontinuous
behaviour at the times t eaused by exehanging the f'uel elements. The initials
eomposition of' the plutonium is plotted as fu.
TABLE !II shows the most important quantities of' the reactor Na1 which
are ehanged by the time variations of' the plutonium eomposition in the :fuel
mixture.
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The numerieal results reveal the dependence of the time behaviour of
the plutonium composition in the tuel elements on the fuel burn-up and the
internal and external fUel management. In particular,there is a strong
coupling between the radial blanket operation and the closed tuel cycle
in the case of joint reprocessing of the core and blanket elements, which
increases the variations of the plutonium composition by exchanging the
fuel elements as weIl as during burn-up (Fig, 4). Furthermore. it follows
from the numerical results that the fuel cycle economy of the reactor system
depends on the time variations of the plutonium composition in the fuel
(TABLE III).
Finally, it follows from the results cf this paper what importance must
be attached to the long-time behaviour of the plutonium composition in fast
power reactors with plutonium recycling. It may be the purpose of fUrther
investigations of these problems to find out conditions of the internal
and external tuel management by which the variations of the plutonium com-
position are caused essentially only by the fuel burn-up in the reactor.
Thus, the time variations of the plutonium composition may be constant
during the long-time operation of the reactor as far as possible. i.e. a
so-ealled quasi-stationary behaviour of the plutonium composition. Finding
out conditions of such type requires additional numerical investigations
to be carried out by the method given in this paper, varying the parameters
of the problem. In addition, the method may be extended to the cases of
partial plutonium recycling by which plutonium is fed into the system from
the outside in a given composition.
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TABLE IU The most important quantities o-r the reactor system wich are..
changed by plutonium recycling as functions of the time parameter s
plutonium loaded into the core at time t s : ~(s)
plutonium unloaded from the core at time t s : l:lz.~(s)
uranium loaded into the core at the time t s : l:l~( s)
net uranilm introduced into the system trom the outside: ~(s)
breeding gain of the (s-So+1)-th fuel cycle: l:lI\G(s-so+1)Jso=3
s ~(s) ~(s) l:lMu(s) I'1.r' s) l:lM.aG( s-s0 +1) relat~ve Pu compos~tion ofl:lHBG( s-s0 +1) and &~ (s )
[kg] [kg] [kg] [kgJ [kg} 239pU I 240Pu I 2411>u 1242Pu
1 1010 954 4228 456 0 - - - -
2 1010 954 4228 456 0 - - - -
3 1016 954 4222 747 33 0.730 0.229 0.034 0.007
4 1016 954 4222 451 33 0.730 0.229 0.034 0.007
5 971 954 4267 495 333 0.779 0.188 0.027 0.006
6 1016 959 4222 752 33 0.730 0.229 0.034 0.007
7 1016 959 4222 456 33 0.730 0.229 0.034 0.007
8 975 921 4262 455 332 0.770 0.192 0.030 0,008
9 1022 959 4216 746 31 0.718 0,234 0.037 0.010
10 990 959 4248 482 26 0.755 0.205 0,031 0.008
11 975 925 4262 459 332 0.770 0.192 0.030 0.008
12 1022 964 4216 1336 31 0.718 0.234 0.037 0.010
13 994 937 4244 454 26 0,749 0.208 0,033 0.010
14 935 925 4302 444 878 0.817 0.152 0.023 0.007
15 1004 964 4234 769 27 0.738 0.217 0.034 0.010
16 994 940 4244 457 26 0.749 0.208 0.033 0.010
17 979 892 4258 418 333 0.763 0.145 0.032 0.010
18 1007 949 4231 749 27 0.734 0.219 0.035 0.012
19 965 940 4273 486 22 0.784 0.180 0.027 0.009
20 970 928 4268 468 328 0.776 0.185 0.030 0.010
21 1007 951 4231 753 27 0.734 0.219 0.035 0.012
22 997 916 4240 428 25 0.745 0.210 0.034 0.012
23 972 920 4266 457 329 o .773 0.186 0.030 0.011
24 986 951 4252 1358 25 0.760 0.200 0.031 0.010
25 990 943 4248 464 25 0.754 0.203 0,032 0.011
26 930 922 4307 501 871 0.825 0.145 0.022 0.008
27 1010 934 4228 730 27 0.731 0.220 0.036 0.013
28 992 937 4246 456 25 0.752 0.204 0.032 0.012
29 959 887 4278 433 324 0.789 0.175 0.027 0.009
30 1005 954 4233 758 27 0.737 0.215 0.035 0.013
31 961 939 4276 488 21 0.790 0,176 0.026 0.009
32 973 912 4264 446 329 0.771 0.l87 0.030 0.011
33 1006 949 4232 751 27 0.736 0.216 0.035 0.014
34 983 913 4255 439 24 0.763 0.196 0.030 0.011
35 91Q 923 ~267 462 aaS 0.71-5 0.184 0.-030 0.ß-12..
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The numbers 1 to 7 designthefuel mixtures of
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Fig.4 Relative Pu - Composition of the Fuel Elements in
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